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Alliances in the biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries have become a necessity for many
companies that are faced with the obstacles associated with identifying and developing potential drugs.
Thus, many patentable discoveries are resulting from collaborations of researchers employed at
different companies. In this article, we discuss the impact of a decision from the Court of Appeals for
the Federal Circuit ("the Federal Circuit") on the prosecution of patent applications before the United
States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) that arise out of such collaborations. In particular, as
discussed below, the Federal Circuit has created a legal setting whereby the allocation of ownership
rights can be dramatically altered merely by prosecuting claims directed to different inventions in the
same patent application, rather than in separate patent applications.
In Ethicon, Inc. v. U.S. Surgical Corp.,1 the patent at issue contained fifty five claims and
listed one individual — In-Bae Yoon — as the sole inventor.2 Yoon granted Ethicon, Inc. an exclusive
license to the patent,3 and together Yoon and Ethicon sued U.S. Surgical Corp. for infringement of two
of the fifty-five claims.4 During the litigation, the defendant U.S. Surgical teamed up with Young Jae
Choi, who maintained that he had erroneously been omitted from inventorship.5 Choi granted U.S.

Surgical a retroactive license, and U.S. Surgical moved to correct the inventorship.6 U.S. Surgical
argued that Choi was a co-inventor of four of the fifty-five claims in the patent.7 The district court
agreed that Choi was indeed an inventor of two claims,8 and later dismissed Ethicon's infringement
complaint.9 On appeal, the Federal Circuit affirmed the lower court’s dismissal of the complaint, on the
ground that Choi, as a joint owner of the patent, had not consented to the infringement action against
U.S. Surgical.10
Pursuant to the 1984 amendment to the inventorship statute,11 inventorship is determined on a
claim-by-claim basis, and to be an inventor, one must contribute to the conception of the subject matter
of at least one claim.12 It is important to note that Choi was not an inventor of the claims which Ethicon
alleged U.S. Surgical had infringed. However, over a sharp dissent,13 the Federal Circuit interpreted
the joint ownership statute14 to mean that, unlike inventorship, patent ownership is not determined on a
claim-by-claim basis. According to the Federal Circuit, Choi enjoyed joint ownership status of not only
the subject matter of the two claims he invented, but also the subject matter of the fifty-three claims
directed to subject matter he had not invented.
A detailed review of the Federal Circuit's holding in Ethicon has been provided elsewhere.15
To illustrate this decision's impact on prosecution of patent applications, assume the following
hypothetical situation. Two inventions — Compound X and a method of using Compound X for
reducing inflammation — arise out of a collaboration between Able and Baker, who are employed at
Acme and BoomCo, respectively. If Able and Baker are co-inventors of both inventions, the Ethicon
decision would have little impact on the prosecution of one or more applications claiming these
inventions. Regardless of whether Compound X and the method of reducing inflammation are claimed
in the same application or in separate applications, Acme and BoomCo would each jointly own any

patent that issued claiming either invention.

The decision of whether to claim both inventions in one patent application or to pursue them in
separate applications becomes critical if Compound X was invented solely by Able, and the method of
reducing inflammation was co-invented by Able and Baker together.16 If Acme controls prosecution,
Acme should consider obtaining a first patent claiming only Compound X, and pursuing a second patent
claiming the method of reducing inflammation. Acme would be no worse off in terms of its own
ownership status (Acme would still own both inventions) and, importantly, would prevent BoomCo
from jointly owning a patent to Compound X per se.
Thus, if Acme followed this strategy, BoomCo's patent rights would extend only to the method
of reducing inflammation. This is very important because, absent a license from Acme, BoomCo would
have no right to make, use, or sell Compound X in the United States for any purpose,17 including the
method of reducing inflammation, without infringing the first patent.18 Prosecuting claims to Compound
X and the method of reducing inflammation in separate applications would dramatically limit BoomCo's
freedom to operate.19 In addition, Acme would not have to obtain BoomCo's consent to bring suit
based on the first patent against an alleged third party infringer.
In contrast, if BoomCo controls prosecution, then BoomCo should make every effort to obtain
a single patent that claims both Compound X and the method of reducing inflammation. Under
Ethicon, if compound and method claims issued in the same patent, BoomCo would own the subject
matter of every claim in the patent, regardless of whether Baker invented the subject matter of every
claim. Thus, if compound and method claims issued in the same patent, BoomCo would jointly own not
only a claim encompassing the method of reducing inflammation, but also a claim directed to

Compound X per se. Of course, owning a claim directed to Compound X per se is a decidedly
superior property right, since it would not be limited to the method of reducing inflammation. Instead,
such a claim would dominate all uses of Compound X.20 Moreover, by virtue of being a joint owner of
the first patent claiming Compound X per se, BoomCo would have freedom to operate without having
to account to Acme.21
In practice, patent applicants may not always be free to pursue more than one invention in a
single application, because the USPTO often issues restriction requirements,22 which require applicants
to elect one out of two or more patentably distinct inventions23 for further prosecution in the application
pending before the examiner. To pursue non-elected inventions that have been withdrawn pursuant to
the restriction requirement, applicants are required to file separate divisional applications -- one
divisional for each distinct invention.
Thus, in the above hypothetical, if an examiner deemed Compound X and the method for
treating inflammation to be distinct inventions, there would be little choice but to pursue the two
inventions in separate applications.24 In such a scenario, even if BoomCo controls prosecution,
USPTO restriction practice would prevent BoomCo from benefitting from the Ethicon holding.
However, there are a number of strategies relied on by patent practitioners to get more than one distinct
invention examined in the same patent application. For example, for a restriction requirement to be
proper, not only must the inventions be distinct, examination of the inventions in one application must
create an undue burden on the examiner.25 Thus, where an examiner can be convinced that there
would be no undue burden, the patent applicant will be free to prosecute both inventions in the same
application, if such a course of action were advisable in light of Ethicon.26
Also, in In re Ochiai27 and In re Brouwer28, the Federal Circuit held that an otherwise

conventional process was patentable if it was limited to making or using a novel and nonobvious
product. In light of these two holdings, the USPTO Commissioner published guidelines for examining
product and process claims.29 Where product and process claims appear in the same application, the
guidelines recognize that an applicant may, pursuant to a restriction requirement, be called on to elect
either the product or process for further prosecution. 30 However, the guidelines expressly indicate that,
"in the case of an elected product claim, rejoinder [of the process claim] will be permitted when a
product claim is found allowable and the withdrawn process claim depends from and otherwise
includes all the limitations of an allowed product claim."31 Thus, in the above hypothetical, even if
subject to a restriction requirement, BoomCo would be able to take advantage of the Ethicon decision
and pursue claims to Compound X and the method of reducing inflammation in the same application.
This would simply involve initially electing Compound X for further prosecution pursuant to the
restriction requirement, and requesting rejoinder of the withdrawn method claims once the claims to
Compound X had been found allowable.
Further, under USPTO election of species practice, patent practitioners routinely obtain
allowance of claims directed to distinct "species inventions" examined in the same patent application.32
Finally, where the claims are directed to distinct polynucleotide sequences, the Commissioner has
decided to partially waive the requirements of 37 C.F.R. 1.141 et seq. and permit a reasonable number
(up to ten) of such polynucleotide sequences to be examined in a single application.33 Thus, USPTO
restriction practice notwithstanding, in many instances patent practitioners will be able to fully take
advantage of the Ethicon holding.34
In summary, under Ethicon, the assignee of any inventor named on the face of a patent has
joint ownership rights to every claim in the patent, regardless of how many claims the inventor actually

invented. Because patent practitioners are often able to control whether claims are issued in the same
patent or in separate patents, the Federal Circuit has created a legal setting whereby the allocation of
ownership rights to inventions arising out of collaborations can be dramatically altered by whomever is
controlling prosecution. Thus, when forming research collaboration agreements, collaborating
institutions should think carefully before relinquishing the right to control patent prosecution to the
collaborating partner. At the very least, the right to review all prosecution decisions made by the
collaborating partner should be retained.
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